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ABSTRACT. 

This thesis develops relevant definitions and a theoretical 

basis for estimating the repetition rate of a randan repetitive 

signal. The repetition rate is estimated by looking for repetition 

amongst local features of the signals. These features have to satisfy 

a uniqueness condition, and we have shown that the derivatives of a 

signal constitute a set of such features. The estimator has been 

shown to be asymptotically unbiased. The estimation algorithm can not 

only be tuned to the waveshape information of the signal (by a proper 

choice of features), but also to the extent of non-stationarity 

expected in the input signal class. 

A set of features has been obtained for applying this algorithm 

to repetitive textured images and voiced speech signals. Vith these 

features, it has been possible to extract the repetition rate in both 

the above classes of signals. In the case of voiced speech this rate 

corresponds to its pitch. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW. 

1.1. Iatifl.4s.fi.tiQa» 

Signals that exhibit periodic or qua si-periodic behaviour occur 

quite frequently in nature. Periodio excitation, as in the case of 

voiced speech, creates signals that exhibit the periodicity of the 

excitation. Periodic spatial occurence of objects nay also give rise 

to periodic signals, as in the case of the gray levels of a regularly 

textured inage. Textured inages are usually not strictly periodic. 

Factors lihe uneven illunination can cause the pixel values to cease 

to be strictly periodic. It is, however, useful to define a "period" 

for such signals and this is done in chapter 2. One can analyze such 

periodic and qua si-periodic signals in terns of their periodicity and 

their intra-period behavior. In this thesis we will address the issue 

of periodicity; specifically, we will develop an algorithn for 

estinating the period of such signals. 

Most of the period estimation methods in literature can be 

classified into two categories : Signal processing methods and 

pattern recognition methods. Signal processing methods explicitly 

model the signal generating process. While this modeling is useful in 

many applications where the various physical constraints of the 

signal generating process can be utilized to formulate the model, 

there are cases where such a model may be analytically intractable. 

In such cases, pattern recognition methods are used. These methods 
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«se a-priori information of the commonly occurring waveshapes in the 

data class to extract useful features of the signal* These features 

are then used to estimate the period. A large amount of the input 

information may he thrown away while extracting the features so that 

the signal behavior within the period does not affect the estimation 

of the period* 

In the rest of this chapter we will consider various signal 

models that have been proposed for analyzing periodic signals* Ve 

will also present examples of signal processing and pattern 

recognition methods for period estimation. These examples are more of 

a representative nature rather than exhaustive* We provide references 

where the interested reader can find details of the period estimation 

algorithms for specific applications. 

1*2* Sianal SXfM&aJiÂM ff.gJtAfl.lS» 

The simplest model is the one proposed by Hinich [1]* Hinich 

models the observation samples x(n) as 

x(n) = s(n)*H)(n) n = 0,1,...«N-l (1.1) 

where* 

s(n) are samples of a confinons time signal s(t) which has a 

period T, and, 

i)(n) are samples of a stationary, zero-mean random process* 

2 
If the sampling time ( x ) is small the DFT spectrum |X(k)l , 

k=0,l,..,N-l of the input data is expected to take high values at 
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those h which correspond to the harmonics of the periodic signal s(t) 

i.e., if k is the harmonic (k ~ 2 II m / N T ) for some m, then 

|X(k)l will he larger than |X(k)| at a k which is not a harmonic. 

Hinich defines a statistic of the DFT called the Harmogram H(j) 

H(j) -2 J |X(mj)I2 /S (mj) (1.2) 
m=l 11 

where. 

M *= [T/2 x ]. is the largest integer jj, T/2 x, and 

A 

S() is the estimate of the spectrum of the noise. 
H 

The j at which the maximum value of H(j) occurs is used to give 

A 

the estimate of the period T . Note that this method searches the 

spectrum for harmonics. 

More explicit models are used in speech processing. Voiced 

speech is produced by exciting the vocal tract with a periodic 

glottal pulse train. The period of this excitation is called the 

pitch of the speech signal. Speech is usually sampled at 10 KHz and 

processed in windows 256 or 512 points long [2] Though the excitation 

and the vocal tract parameters vary as the speaker mouths different 

words; within a window, speech can be modeled as the output of a 

time-invariant linear digital filter excited by a periodic impulse 

train. Moreover, acoustic modeling of the vocal tract shows that the 

digital filter is an all pole filter. The model for speech is [2] 

0» 

x(n) « Y h(m)p(n-m) + n(n) 
m=0 

(1.3) 
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where. 

h(m) is the impulse response of the filter, 

p(nrm) is a periodic impulse train with a period of P samples, 

and 

i)(n) is additive noise. 

The filter h() can he modeled by the AR coefficients of z(). The 

excitation can then be obtained by various methods. Cepstral analysis 

[2] uses homomorphic deconvolution to extract the period of the 

excitation. The autocorrelation of the inverse filtered data is also 

used to indicate the period. [2] 

Vise and Parks[3] have developed a maximum likelihood method for 

pitch estimation. They use the model of (1.1). s(n) is assumed to be 

periodic with a period of T samples. The additive noise is modeled as 

2 
a zero mean, white Gaussian process with an unknown variance a . The 

probability density function of X, the data vector is written as 

p(X/T,o2,Q) - 9 (1.4) 

where, 

T is the period, and 

Q is the vector [ s(0),s(l) s(T-l) ]. 

A 

The maximum likelihood estimator works as follows. A guess T of 

the period is made. s(0),s(l) s(T-l) are estimated as 
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(1.5) 

The associated estimate of the variance is 

(1.6) 

A 

That vaine of T is chosen which minimizes this variance. Note 

that this is a time domain search technique for the period. This 

technique is illustrated in figure 1.1. 

In the time domain, various nonlinearities like clipping have 

been used to modify the speech signal before an autocorrelation is 

evaluated to find the pitch 2 . These methods do not fall under 

either category. Although there is no explicit model for the input 

signal, the fact that the speech signals look peaky at the beginning 

of a pitch period is used. In this sense, these are pattern 

recognition algorithms. However, after clipping, signal processing 

type autocorrelation methods are employed to extract pitch. 

A detailed comparison of varions pitch detection methods is made 

by Rabiner et al [4] 

1*2* gfl.tt.fil» Attflflfllttfl» BfilMlS* 

Pattern recognition methods have been developed for pitch 

estimation in speech processing. The parallel processing method [4] 

developed by Rabiner is one such scheme. These methods, however are 

more commonly used in the analysis of textured images. 
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In spite of the large amount of work done on texture description 

and segmentation, there is no single definition of texture that 

encompasses the wide variety of textures encountered. There are some 

highly repetitive and regular textures like bricks in a wall. On the 

other, there exist random ones like pebbles in sand. In this thesis, 

we will mainly be concerned with textures that fall in the middle of 

this spectrum and we will call these random repetitive textures (RRT) 

and fig 1.2 is one example of such textures. Haralick [5] and Pratt 

[6] provide excellent surveys of texture modeling and analysis. Davis 

[7] discusses some recent developments in texture analysis. 

An RRT texture can be said to be composed of a number of texture 

elements called texels (or primitives) and their placement rules. 

Zucker [8] and Conners and Harlow[9] have done work towards 

developing theoretical models for RRTs. We will follow the Conners 

and Harlow approach. 

This approach is based on mathematical tiling theory. The theory 

deals with repetitive patterns on two-dimensional surfaces. Any 

repetitive pattern on a two dimensional surface can be thought of as 

consisting of basic units, called tiles which are placed regularly on 

it to cover it completely. A function that describes the basic 

intensity pattern on a tile is called a painting function. The set 

of tiles and their associated painting functions form the texels ( or 

primitives, as Conners and Harlow call them ) of a texture. 

In most natural textures, the texels and their placement rates 

are random. Uneven ilumination can cause even the most uniform 
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FIGURE 1.2 Random Repetitive Texture. 
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texture to appear nonstationary* When a surface bends away from the 

observer any texture contained on it appears to change its texel 

size, orientation and period. Clearly, it is difficult to build 

analytical models for textures and this has resulted in a prominence 

of pattern recognition methods in repetition distance estimation in 

textures* 

There are two possible ways to analyze RRTs* One can find the 

repetition distance, build a tile and then obtain the painting 

function* Alternatively, one can first obtain the painting function 

by assuming something about it and then obtain the tile. Both the 

approaches have been developed in the literature and we will review 

typical methods from each* 

Consider the second approach first* One example of this is the 

structural analysis method developed by Tomita,Shirai and Tsuji [10] 

The method first obtains the painting function by assuming it to be a 

contrasting simply connected region on a homogenous background* 

Primitives are characterized as regions of uniform gray levels. 

Having determined the primitive classes, their repetition rates are 

determined* 

The most popular features for processing RRTs are based on the 

cooccurance matrix popularized by Haralick [5]* Given a texture, 

there is a cooccurance matrix for every possible value of the 

parameters 0 and d. This matrix is denoted as S^(d). The i,j*^ 

element of the matrix is the relative frequency with which two 

neighbouring pixels separated by a distance d along a scan direction 
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0 occur* one with intensity i and the other with intensity j. It 

takes a lot of space to store these matrices for all possible values 

of the parameters. Usually* further reduction is obtained by 

extracting some features of these matrices and storing these as 

functions of d and 0[[11] ]. The Inertia feature f^(d) of a 

cooccurance matrix is defined as 

Vd) - J J li-jl2 Se(d)(i.j) (1.7) 
i j 

and is a measure of the moment of inertia of the image along the scan 

direction 6. If the underlying texture is periodic the inertia 

feature will display the same periodicity as a function of d. This 

fact is used by Conners and Harlow [ 9 ] to find the repetition rate 

in textures. 

Cooccurance is a structural phenomenon and depends on the 

spatial composition of the image. The concept of gray level 

cooccurance can be generalized by looking for cooccurances of local 

features instead of gray levels. The work of Price and Nevatia [12] 

and Vilnrotter [13] rests on the fact that edges in an image retain 

the basic structural definition of the corresponding gray level 

images. Price and Nevatia use the cooccurance matrix on the edge 

image of the original textured image. A more sophisticated analysis 

of edge images is done by Vilnrotter who creates a cooccurance matrix 

like array for edge images, called the edxe repetition array [ERA]. 

ESAs are a count of the number of edges separated by a fixed distance 

in a particular scan direction and yield the repetition rate in that 
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direction, 

14. Feature periodicity. 

In this thesis we will follow the psttern recognition approach . 

for estimating the period of a signal. Certain features will be 

extracted ont of the input signal and periodicity will be sought 

amongst these features. Let s(k) be a real-valued, discrete-time 

signal. Ve extract features out of this waveform. At a point k, these 

features depend only on the local behavior of the waveform. The 

resulting feature waveform is denoted by F(s)(.) and F(s)(k) is its 

value at the point k. 

Definition : A deterministic waveform s(.) is Feature Periodic 

[FP] with a period T, if for some possibly vector-valued function 

F(s)(k> 

F(s)(k) - F(s)(k+r) iff r = T for all k a [0.K-1-TJ (1.8) 

Note that in the above definition we require equality at all k. 

Ve can relax this definition as follows: 

PafifliJiiflB *• A deterministic waveform s(.) is MSJtiallr ISâUua 

periodic [PFP] with a period T, if for a vector valued function 

F(s)(.) 

F(s) (k) « PCs) (k+r) iff r=T for some k a [O.M-l-T] (1.9) 

Note that in the above definition equality is required only for some 

k, i.e. the definition allows for cases where only parts of the 

signal repeat. F(s)(k) is the feature waveform of s(k) ( e.g. F()() 
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- f^(d) is the feature waveform for the texture in a particular scan 

direction in the Conners and Harlow approach. )• In practice* 

signals will depart from the above definition in various respects. 

Additive noise of the form x(m) * s(m) + i|(m) will cause the 

equality of the signal features to occur at values of r different 

from T* or not at all. The signal itself could he stochastic. Ve need 

a definition for feature waveforms that repeat in a statistical 

sense[14]• 

Definition : A feature periodic waveform is called SiSSJESIM 

£StiXjUJt Cxslosiaiisnaxs [WFC] if the statistics of POO are periodic 

with period T. 

This is the stochastic version of FP signals. The stochastic 

version of PFP signals are not necessarily VFC. 

In chapter 2 we introduce our algorithm and prove that for WFC 

signals the algorithm gives the correct estimate for the period. In 

chapter 3 we apply this algorithm to textured images and extract 

repetition rates for RRTs. Chapter 4 contains results of applying 

this algorithm to speech signals. 



CHAPTER 2 

REPETITION RATE ESTIMATOR. 

24* Introduction 

In this chapter we present our algorithm and provide supporting 

results from varions simulations. Section 2.2 introduces the 

algorithm and sections 2.3 and 2.4 discuss various aspects of the 

algorithm in detail. Section 2.5 provides proof that our algorithm 

converges to the conventional definition of period for an input 

consisting of VFC signal. Section 2.6 discusses the convergence of 

the algorithm. Section 2.7 contains some practicle suggestions for 

implementing the algorithm. 

At various points in the discussion of the algorithm we will 

illustrate the text with results from simulation. 

24* RaîiaiXisu Pa.ttsia BaralAIiaa Bata* 

In this section we provide formal definitions of the various 

terms that we use. 

Definition: Let s(.) he a real valued, discrete time signal 

belonging to a signal set 9 and defined on a subset of integers, I, I 

■ {0,1,....M-l}. is a subset of I consisting of points {k-n,k- 

n+1,• •,k,• •,k+nr-1,ktn}, where 0 £ k—n and k+n £ M-l. i.e. is a 

2n+l sample wide window around the point k. A local feature waveform 

of s(.) is denoted by f(.) and its value at the point k is given by a 

mapping R^n+* -> R^. 

13 
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f2[.<Jk>] 

V'V1. 
where, 

£âI.(Jk)l is a mapping (R^
n+* -> R*) from the values of the 

signal in an 2n-i-l sized neighborhood aronnd the signal at h to the 

real line. f^[s(Jk>] is called a local feature of the signal s(k). 

Ve will hereafter denote F|s(Jk)| by p|(s)(k)j, assuming 

implicitly the windowing around s(k). 

In order that the feature waveform be useable for period 

extraction we need a set of features such that they do not repeat 

within a period. This leads to the following definition of uniqueness 

of the feature waveform. 

Definition : A local feature waveform is said to have uniqueness 

of order £ over the signal class ¥ if for all signals in t 

f(k) * f(k+j) for 1 < j < D snd 0<L k i&-l-D 

Having extracted the features from the input waveform, we search 

to the right of each feature vector f(k) to find another vector which 

is closest to it. 

Definition : Let s(.) be a signal from the class t and f(.) be 

the associated local feature waveform. A pattern match window of size 

N is an N point window to the right of k defined by the subset 
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{k»...*ktN-l}. A nattera match { f(k) , f(k+r) } is said to have 

occurred in a pattern match window of size N if f(k+r) is the vector 
A 

in this window closest to f(k) .i.e. 

ô|f(k) , f(k+d)j is minimum at d=r for 1 < d < N 

where* 

A A 

6 is a measure of the distance between f(k) and f(k+d). 

Note that for a given value of k and N more than one pattern 

match is possible, i.e. 

5If(k) , f(k+r ■±>J - 6^f(k) f(k+r2) 1 < r l’T2‘ < N 

where* 

w min 8 
A , 

f(fcM) 1 < d < N 

Definition! At a given point k and an N sized pattern match 

window a pattern repetition distance r is defined as the minimum r^ 

at which a pattern match { f(k) * f(k+r^) } occurs. 

Ve expect that for a proper choice of features* the pattern 

repetition distance to be same as the period. If the local features 

display some randomness the pattern repetition distance x becomes a 

random variable. This leads to the central definition of this 

the sis: 

Definition: For a given set ( ¥ »F,6*N } the probability 

distribution of x denoted by S(T ) is called the pattern repetition 
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juftsJjma» 

The pattern repetition spectrum essentially shows the number of 

occurrences of pattern matches at a distance x • For a PFP waveform 

and a proper choice of the features we expect a large number of 

pattern matches at the period. 

Definition : A pg.tJtMB XaJLfi for the set { S,F,S,N } 

is that x for which S(T) is maximum. 

Our algorithm is a straight-forward implementation of the above 

definitions. Given some knowledge about the signal activity of the 

signals belonging to V we design a feature mapping F. Given a 

particular waveform s(.) from Ÿ, 

(1) From the signal s(.) we extract features !(.)• 

(2) Using a pattern match window size N, we find the pattern match 

distances x for the data points. 

(3) Take a histogram of T and normalize it to obtain unit area 

under the histogram. For large data size this will be close to 

S(T). 

(4) Find the location of the peak of the histogram. This is the 

pattern repetition rate. 

Two important issues in the algorithm are the choice of the 

feature mapping F and the choice of the distance measure ft. Ve 

discuss these issues below. 
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1.1. JQtfi citais* XSAXJULBJ* 

If the signal class V is expected to have a period T, then one 

most choose the mapping F such that the local feature waveform has a 

uniqneness at least of order T-l to minimize pattern matches 

occurring at values of T other than T. This condition is not as 

restrictive as it might first seem. The design and selection of 

features depends on the a-priori knowledge of the signal shape. The 

choice of the features provides a systematic way of incorperating 

this knowledge into the algorithm. 

The following theorem indicates a way to search for features. 

Theorem 2 : Let s(x) he a continous time waveform which is 

sufficiently smooth and periodic with period T i.e. 

s(x) » u(x) 0 < x < T 

= s(x-T) otherwise 

where. u(x) is a non periodic waveform (i.e. for any positive Q. u(w) 

*= u(w+Q) atmost at a finite number of points. ) 

Then, for all x in the range 0<x<T, the vector 

D(x) » [ s(x),s'(x),s"(x), ] 

takes a unique value. 

Proof: Ve will prove the theorem by contradiction. 

Let there be a y, y&c, in the range 0<y<T such that D(y) =■ 

D(x) 
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Since s(x) = n(x) in the range 0<x<T, we can write 

D(x) = [ u(x),u’(x),u"(x),.«... ] 

D(y) ■ [ u(y),u'(y),u'*(y), ] 

Then, for all 8 snch that 0 < y + 8 < T and 0 < x + 8 < T 

n(x+e) - h(x) + 8 u*(x) + u"(x) + ... 

“ n(y) + e u*(y) + u'*(y) + ... 

» u(y+s) 

Let, Tj “ y - x. 

Then, u(x+s) ■ u(x+e+T^) 

This contradicts our assumption that u(x) does not take the same 

value in the interval 0 < x < T except at finite number of points. 

Hence, D(x) must take unique values in the range 0 < x < T. 

0. E. D. 

Thus, the derivatives of the waveform and their functions form a 

set of admissible features. In practice, the waveform is available in 

the sampled version and computation of too many derivatives is 

expensive. It is possible, however, to move a small window across the 

data and approximate the data in the window with an n^1 order 

polynomial and then to evaluate the n derivatives of this 

approximation. Note that the coefficients of the n powers of the best 
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fit polynomials are obtained as linear combinations of data points. 

Figure 2.1 shows a sampled Gaussian pulse train with additive 

zero mean white Gaussian noise which is used to illustrate our 

method. The signal has a period of 40 samples. Figures 2.1 b,c,d, 

and e show the local features f^(n) . f2(n) , fg(n) , f^(n) which are 

extracted from the waveform. f^(n) and f2(n) were generated by moving 

a window of size seven over the data and taking the slope and the 

average value of the best fit straight line to the data. f^(n) is 

the average value and f2(n) i* the slope. These values were scaled 

up and an offset was added to them to make them fall into the range 0 

to 100. fj(n) and f^(n) are defined as : 

f3<n) - 10 if fj(n) > f^(n-l) 

- 0 if fjU) » fjtn-l) 

= -10 otherwise. 

f4(n) - 10 if f2(n) > f2<»-l> 

- 0 if f2(n) - f2(n-l) 

= -10 otherwise 

Consider the evolution of the feature vector 

f(n) = (f2(n),f2(n),f3(n)»f4(n)) in the feature space. Since the 

features are selected such that we expect them to be distinct within 

A 

a period, we expect the feature vector f(n) to go through T distinct 

points before coming back to the point it started from. Addition of 

noise to the signal, or any stochastic behavior of the signal itself 

will cause these T distinct points to spread out into different 



Signal. 

fj s 7 pt. moving 

average. 

fj : 7 pt avg. slope. 

£3 : f3Cn) - 

sign( £3(11) - fj(n-1) ) 

f4 : f4(n) = 

sign( f2(n) - f2(n-l) ) 

FIGURE 2.1 Periodic signal and its features 
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clusters Cj, i*l,...,T. Figure 2.2 shows these clusters for the 

waveform of Figure 2.1 . Note that the features are indeed unique 

within a period. 

If the spread of the clusters is small then the feature vectors 

in a cluster will he separated in time by multiples of T. Thus, given 

A 

that a feature vector f(n) belongs to a cluster C * other vectors in 
& 

the cluster C will be separated in time from f(n) by multiples of T. n 

For a given distance measure 6 we find the pattern match for all 

feature vectors f(n). Since a pattern match is an occurence of a pair 

of feature vectors close to each other we expect the pattern 

repetition distance to take values which are multiples of T. Ve show 

in section 2.5 that the pattern repetition spectrum does indeed 

exhibit peaks at multiples of X. 

Ve now discuss the choice of the distance measure. 

2.4» Hu MUMS» 

The distance measure indicates closeness of two feature vectors. 

A choice of the Euclidian or the weighted Euclidian distance is an 
A A 

obvious one. By checking for closeness between f(n) and f(r) we are 

in effect checking for the similarity between the signal features at 

the points and r. More generally* we would like to check for 

similarity by looking at some neighborhoods of points n and r. This 

leads to the following definition. 

Definition : By choosing a distance measure of locality m 

A A 

between two feature vectors f(n) and f(r) we mean defining this 
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distance to be* 

6|f(n) , f(r)I -î J II f(n-k) - f(r-k) II (2.1) 
L J B k=0 

where, 

the symbol II II denotes a norm in the vector space containing 

f (n). 

For a locality of 1 this is exactly the Euclidian distance 

between f(n) and f(r). Note that the Vise and Parks [3 ] estimator 

is very similar to a special case of our algorithm where the feature 

is s() itself (which is the first entry in our general feature 

vector DO ), the locality of the distance measure is T-l and the 

norm is Euclidean. Also note that the model used by them (1.1) 

satisfies the conditions for a WFC signal. With this interpretation 

of locality, one would expect that a large value of locality would be 

useful in dealing with WFC signals. If the signal is such that we 

expect only a part of it, or only some features of it to repeat, then 

we would expect a low value of locality to give us good results. The 

choice of locality is a means of coupling into the algorithm the 

knowledge about the feature stationarity of the waveform. 

Definition : A relative locality of the distance measure used in 

analyzing waveforms with a partial period T is m_ “ m / T. r 

For the features of Figure 2.1 we choose the Euclidian distance 

measure 
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1/2 

8 f(n) . (fj(n-k) - fj(r-k) (2.2) 

Figure 2.1 shows a pattern match and the corresponding vaine of 

the pattern match distance. Figure 2.3 shows the pattern repetition 

spectrum S(t) for the waveform. The various parameters are mf ■ 0.3 

and N » 100. Figure 2.3 a is for SNR = 20.0 db. Figure 2.3 b for SNR 

» 15.0 db and Figure 2.3 c for SNR » 10.0 db. Note the existence of 

sharp peaks at x » 40 and t * 80 which are the values of T and 2T. 

Increasing the noise causes the peaks to spread and be of comparable 

heights. 

Since the waveform we used is VFC we would expect better defined 

peaks in the repetition spectra with increasing locality. Figure 2.4 

shows the effect of increasing locality on the repetition spectrum. 

The fixed parameters are SNR » 15.0 db and N * 100. Figure 2.4 a has 

m a 0.25, Figure 2.4 b has m *• 0.5. 
X X 

Figure 2.5 a shows another waveform. Figures 2.5 b and c show 

two local features which were extracted from the waveform. A size 

five window was moved over the signal and the signal was appoximated 

by a second order polynomial. f^(n), the first feature, is the 

average value» and fjfa), the second feature, is the second 

derivative of the fit. Figure 2.6 a shows the evolution of the 

feature vector in the f^.fj sPace tor the first half of the signal 

and the b part of the figure shows this for the second half. The dots 

in the figure are the actual values of the feature and these are 

connected with straight lines to show their evolution. Note that the 
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FIGURE 2.4 Repetition spectra for different values of locality 
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signal. 

f j : Second derivati-1 

of 5 pt appx. 

f£ : Avg. value 

of 5 pt appx. 

FIGURE 2.5. A non-WFC signal and its features 



(a) Feature evolution for the first half. 

(b) Feature evolution in the second half. 

FIGURE 2.6 Clustering of the features In the feature plane. 
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features in part a tend to be more clustered near the top* while 

those in part b have a greater spread* This signal is, hence, not 

VFC* Figure 2.7 shows the repetition spectra for mf « 0.14,0.28,0.42 

and 0.56. Note that there is no significant improvement of the 

spectra after increasing mf beyond 0.28. In fact, there is a definite 

degradation of the spectra near x « 1. 

Now that we have demonstrated the algorithm, in the next section 

we prove that for WFC waveforms the peak in the repetition spectrum 

does indeed occur at multiples of what is the period in the classical 

sense. 

sd sasxaiMJMti» 

In this section we will show that for a class of signals our 

estimator asymptotically converges to the unbiased estimate of the 

period. Consider the situation in Figure 2.1. Let s(.) be a 

realization of a stochastic process which defines the signal class I 

• Let F be the feature mapping and f(.) the local feature vector 
A 

extracted form the realization s(.). f(.) is then a vector valued 

stochastie process. Let f() be WFC so that the features f(.) fall 

into T clusters as discussed in Section 2.3. Let N be the size of 

A 

the pattern match window and let it be placed starting at f(n) as 

shown in Figure 2.1 .Let { f(n) , f(n+r) } be the pattern match in 

this window and x the corresponding pattern match distance. 

A A 

f(n), the first sample in the window is renamed f(0) and is 

assumed to belong to cluster CQ. If we can show that for this 
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particular sample the peak, in S( x ) occurs »t t ■ T, then it is 

obvious that the peak in overall S( x ) will also occur it t a las 

there is nothing special about the way we choose f(0). 
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Let f(j) be the j feature in the window. It belongs to 

cluster Cj. Let p(d,j) be the probability density of the 

distribution of the distance measure between f(0) and f(j) • For m»l 

this is simply the distribution of the Euclidian distance between two 

clusters. Let P(d,j) be the corresponding cumulative distribution 

for the distance measure 

Given the clusters C^.Cj»... we have the corresponding 

cumulative distributions P(d,i) i*l,2... for the distance between 

features belonging to CQ and Cj. 

Assume that p(d,j) is such that for jjM) and some XQ 

p(xQ,0) - p(xQ,j) 

(2.3) 

and, 

p(x,0) > p(x,j) for x < x 0 

p(x,0) < p(x,j) for x > x. 0 

This is shown in Figure 2.8 • 

We now prove the following Lemma 
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Lemma X :
 For the above a ssxnnptions if j£0 we have P(w,0) > 

P(w»j) for all w > 0. 

Proof: Since p(x,0) and p(x,j) are probability densities, we 

have 

00 

l p(x.O) dx ■ ^ p(x,j) dx » 1 

i 

x0 «# 

f (p(x,0) - p(x,j)) dx ■» J (p(x,j) - p(x,0)) dx 
6 *0 

Note that the integrands on both sides of the eqnation are 

always positive. Let w be a positive real number. 

If w£x0, 

J ((p(x,0) - p(x,j)) dx > 0 since p(x,0) > p(x,j) for x , xQ. 

I 
If W > XQ, 

(p(x,0) - p(x,j)) dx 

‘Î (,<* 0) - p(x,j)) dx - J (p(x,j) - p(x,0)) dx 
X- 

But 
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J (p(x»j) - p(x,0)) dx 
x0 

2 o 

Unis. 

J (p(x.O) - p(x.j)) dx Jfc O for x>xQ 

Hence, for ail w > 0, P(w.O) 2 P(w#j)* 

This brings ns to the nain theorem of this section : 

Theorem £ • If the feature waveform f() of a signal is VFC and 

the conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied, the maximum value of the 

repetition spectrum S(T) occurs at t ■ T ■ 2T * ,,, = mT. 

Proof : Let p[k] denote the probability of match between a feature 

til til belonging the 0 cluster and the k cluster. Let 

pv _ _ (xv.x1>x..«.«.) denote the joint probability density 
\,H#^2*#**i*** 1C A A 

of the distance measures between clusters and 

Ck, Cji Cj!«••»^fc+1*••• # Then* 

J«9 

(p(x.j) - p(x,0)) dx £ J (p(x.j) - p(x.O)) dx 

(p(x,0) - p(x.j)) dx 

Hence. 

(p(x.O) - p(x.j)) dx - 
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p[k] ** Probability of match between f(0) and f(k). 

A 
m Probability that the distance measure between f(0) and 

f(k) ^ distance measnre between f(0) and f(j) j = l*2*..*k-l*k+l**.* 

00 00 09 

J pw Y T (x* X« » X-» » » « * ) 
* A A 

dz dXj dx^.... 

09 

■» j p(x*k) II (1 - P(x.j)) dz* assuming independence 
0 all j , j*k 

Consider* 

P[0] - P[k] 

p(z,0) n (1 - P(z,j)) dz - J p(z,k) n (1 - P(x.j)) dz 
j#0 0 j^k 

((p(z,0)(l - P(z*k)) - p(z.k)(l - P(z,0))) Il (1 - P(z,j)) dz 
j*0*k 

Since by Lemma 2*5*1 P(x*k) < P(x,0) 

1 - P(x»k) > 1 - P(z*0) 

i* e • 

p(z,0)(l - P(z*k)) > p(z,0)(1 - P(x.O)) 

The above integral is thus lower bounded by 

00 

f (<p(x*0)(l - P(x.O)) - p(z.k)(l - P(z.O))) Il (1 - P(z,j)) dz 
0 j*0*k 
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(p(x,0) - p(x,k)) Il (1 - P(x,j)) dx 
j*k 

Since 

p(x,k) < p(x,0) for x < XQ , end 

p(x,k) > p(x,0) for x > xQ , and 

II (1 ~ P(x,k)) is monotonically decreasing, 
j*k 

J (p(x,k) - p<x»0)) II <1-P<x,j)) dx 2 0 
t j*k 

Thus, 

ptO] 2 ptk] 

The Otl1 cluster and the Tth,2Ttl1,... clusters are the sane, 

hence, 

p[0] - p[T] - p[2T] - - p[mT] 2 p[0] k*nT n-0,1,2,.. Q.E.D 

This theorem establishes the fact that the peak in the 

repetition spectrum occurs at multiples of T irrespective of the 

spread of the clusters as long as the assumptions of Lemma 1 are 

valid. 

Usually, however, S(r) is not directly available but is 

approximated by the normalized histogram H(r) as described in Section 

2.2. The spectra in Section 2.4 were obtained using large number of 

matches so that H(T) had converged to within very close to S(T). The 

next section deals with the effect of finite data size on the 

al gori thm. 
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£.£. ifcJLfi Sil SVMflXMM.I' 

It is necessary to investigate the behavior of the estimator for 

small data size M. The normalized histogram will no longer be the 

same as S(T). This is shown in Figure 2.9 • The peak of the 

normalized histogram can be different than the peak of S(t). Ve allow 

for small errors and define a peak window of size V around the peak 

of S(T) and its multiples and say that we have a correct answer if 

the peak of the normalized histogram falls within that window. The 

variation of the probability of correct answer with the data size M 

will show the convergence of the estimator. 

Suppose we draw M independent samples from the distribution S(T) 

and construct a normalized histogram H(T) out it. From standard chi 

square theory we know that the random variable H(T) can be 

approximated as a Gaussian random variable. 

E IH(T)I - S(T) (2.5) 

var lH(r)| - ^S(T)(1-S(T)) 
r 

Note that as the size of the input data samples H increases the 

variance in H(r) will decrease as and H(t) will converge to S(t). 
r 

Figure 2.10 shows the probability of correct answer as a 

function of the number of pattern matches for different vaines of V 

and SNRs20.0 db. These are simulation results for the waveform of 

Figure 2.1. Note that for I « 2 the probability of correct answer 

gets close to 1.0 within 40 matches. Thus allowing for an error of 
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ff=2 the algorithm will give a correct answer if the data sample 

contained just two periods* The algorithm can* hence* be used to 

track the changes in the period of a waveform* 
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His na^iiXsA AljmJLtJhff 

Like any other pattern recognition algorithm, the above 

algorithm is sensitive to the set of features chosen. One problem 

that cropped up repeatedly in our simulations was in applying it to 

waveforms whose d*c* component drifted* If a bad set of features were 

* 

chosen* the feature vector f(n) would have drifted quite considerably 

after one period* A lot of pattern matches would occur at x ■ 1 

instead of t ■ I giving a peak in S(r) at that value. 

Ve believe that a simple way of fixing this is to use the 

following alternate definition of a pattern match: 

Definition: Let s(.) be a signal in the signal class S and f(.) be 

the associated local feature waveform* Let the pattern match window 

be of size N. R is called the set of potential pattern matches if for 

every r s R 

pattern match is said to have occurred in this window at t* if 

5 If(k) . f(k+r) f(k) . f(H-r-l) 0 < r < N 

where* 6 is a measure of distance between f(k) and f(fc*r). A 

6 f(k) * f(k+r)| is minimum at r ■ T, for r e R 
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Note that this set of modified pattern matches for a given 

signal is a subset of the set of pattern matches as defined in 

section 2,2. Also* note that no pattern matches can occur at x " 1. 

Whenever we use this definition of a pattern match we will refer 

to the algorithm as "the modified algorithm". The modified algorithm 

is used in Chapter 3 for estimating repetition in textures. 

Another problem wé encountered often is that of oversampling. If 

the feature waveform is slowly varying some consecutive samples of 

the feature vector are equal. These vectors give a repetition 

distance of 1 causing a spike in the repetition spectrum at 1. This 

can be avoided very simply by not looking at those feature vectors 

whose value is the same as the previous feature vector* since these 

belong to the same cluster rather than consecutive ones. 



CHAPTER 3 

APPLICATION TO TEXTURES. 

1.1. isixsiafiiiiui' 

This chapter presents the results of applying the repetition 

rate estimation algorithm to textured images. As discussed in Chapter 

1 RST textures can be analyzed by extracting the primitive, i.e. by 

extracting the basic tile and its intensity pattern. Estimation of 
/ 

the repetition rate is an important step in texture identification 

and various approaches towards this have already been reviewed in 

Chapter 1. 

Section 3.2 deals with the features extracted from the raw 

images and subsequently used in finding the repetition rate, while 

Section 3.3 presents the repetition spectra for textured images. 

1.1. l&SAl iaaiml isfl.tgjca.g 

Figures 3.1 through 3.4 show the various textures used in this 

study. These are all 100 pixel by 100 pixel images and are quantized 

to 6 bits. Figure 3.1 is a piece of canvas. Figure 3.2 is a piece of 

raffia. Figure 3.3 shows water ripples and Figure 3.4 is handmade 

paper. These are presented in increasing order of randomness. Figure 

3.5 shows the intensity plot along a column of Figure 3.1. and Figure 

3,6, the intensity plot along a row of Figure 3.3. It is obvious from 

both the figures that the intensity in these images is neither 

periodic nor stationary in the classical sense. However, they seem to 

42 
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FIGURE 3.1 Canvas. 

FIGURE 3.2 Raffia. 
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FIGURE 3.3 Water. 

FIGURE 3.4 paper. 



FIGURE 3.6 Intensity plot from water. 
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be partially feature periodic. 

As a first step in applying onr algorithm to these textures» ve 

need a set of features. Besides the use of local features for 

repetition rate estimation» feature extraction has a fundamental 

function in texture processing. Many studies in texture analysis 

have implicitly assumed that the actual intensity values at each, 

pixel in a textured image contains much more information than is 

needed for textural processing. Even intuitively ve tend to classify 

any texture as rough or soft» random or repetitive» uniform or of 

high contrast etc. rather than in terms of the intensity of the 

texture. This is the motivation behind processing textures on the 

basis of features of the intensities rather than the intensity values 

themselves. However, a direct realization of certain features like 

roughness or uniformity have met with limited success [] and this has 

led to the search for other features that do not have such obvious 

physical interpretations. 

Here we propose two FIR filters, or masks, which we have 

derived. A 2n-l by 2n-l sized window is centered around each pixel. 

The intensities of pixels in this window are approximated by a two- 

dimensional polynomial. The coefficients of this polynomial are 

chosen as features associated with that pixel. 

There are two reasons for doing this. In keeping with the idea 

of retaining only a part of the information about the intensity 

values we deal with approximations rather than the intensity values 

themselves. Furthermore, approximations provide a way to manage 
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additive noise. 

Consider a 2n-l by 2nrl window around a pixel. At each pixel in 

this window consider the intensity vaine as a third dimension. The 

intensities in this 2n-l by 2n-l window define an intensity surface. 

Ve will approximate this surface by a two-dimensional quadratic form. 

Given an intensity pattern I(i*j) we wish to find a set of 

parameters a*p*y*S,8 and p such that I(i*j) approximates I(i*j) in 

the least squares sense* where 

f(i.j) - o fjU.j) + p f2(i,j) + y f3(i,j> + 6 f4(i.j) (3.1) 

+ s f5(i,j) + p f6(i,j). 

where* 

fjU.J) - i2 (3.2) 

f2(i»j) - j2 

f3(i.j) - ij 

f4(i.j> - i 

f5(i.j> - j 

f6(i*j) » 1 

For n > 1, these functions are linearly independent 
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In the Hilbert space of such two-dimensional functions we can 

define an inner product as 

i-n j-n 
<f.g> - 2 Z (3.3) 

i= -n j* -n 

Then, using the projection theorem [IS], we have : 

'o' 
P 

P“ 8 
8 

(3.4) 

where, 

6 ** Gram matrix of the fj's es defined above. 

<w <*!•*»> • • • <vv 
<Vf!> <W • • • <VV 

• • « • • • 

• • • • • • 

• • • • • • 

<f*,f„> • • • <f*.f*> 

and, 
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<I.f2> 

«•V 

We can make the dependence of the parameters a,p,y,5,e and 0 on 

the intensity values explicit by writing out the inner products in 

the matrix b* 

b 

f2(-n#-n) f2(-n,-n+l) . . 

• • • • 

• fjt-nf-n) 

• fj n*—n+l) 

I(-n,-n) 

I(-n,-n+l) 

I(-n+1,-n) 

I(-n+1,-n+1)• 

f^n, n) fg(n,n) fg(n,n) 

I(n,n) 

«HI s 

Then» 

P 

[a 
» 

r 

s 

e 

J 
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M I 
s 

i.e. the parameters a,p,y,&,a and p depend linearly on I • To 
s 

evaluate a we need to consider only the first row of 6 * M , the 

second row for p and so on. Each row of G * H contains the 

coefficients for an FIR filter which when convolved with the 

intensity pattern in the window will provide a vaine of the 

corresponding parameter for the underlying intensity pattern. 

Ve choose a+P and p as the desired features. Note that since a 

and p are available as linear combinations of the intensities so is 

a+p . The reasons for choosing a+p and p are : 

(1) If a as obtained above is positive then the underlying 

intensity is concave from above as one moves along the z axis. 

The same holds true for P along the y axis.Thus we can consider 

a+p ass rough measure of the local convexity of the underlying 

image. If a+p is large and positive then the surface will be 

concave from above. If a+p has a large magnitude and is 

negative, it will be convex from above. 

(2) Since p denotes 1(0,0) we can use it as an equivalent average 

intensity value, 

Ve have used a window which is 5 by 5 and corresponds to n-2. 

Instead of using the actual a+p and p masks we use a scaled up 
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version of these. These masks are shown below and two dimensional 

plots of their impulse responses are shown in Figure 3.7. 

-4 -1 0 -1 -4' -7 1 4 1 -T 
-1 2 3 2 -1 1 9 11 9 1 

0 3 4 3 0 4 11 14 11 4 

-1 2 3 2 -1 1 9 11 9 1 

-4 -1 0 -1 -4- -7 1 4 1 -7- 

a+p 0 

All textures from Figure 3.1 to 3.4 are convolved with these 

masks to produce outputs which are scaled and an offset is added to 

them to make them fall within the range 0 - 255. These results are 

called the " a+0 * and the " p " images and are shown in Figures 3.8 

to 3.11. The darker regions in the a+0 images represent those 

regions which are convex from above. Also, note the smoothing effect 

of the p filter on the p images of various textures. 

1.1. RfiBfiJtlli.qB iftlA MJt.ilM.tiBg 

The " a+0 ” and M p " images are the two features used for 

finding pattern matches. The distance measure used is Euclidian : 

6(f(n),f(l),m) - J 1 [(fjtnrW-fjd-k))2 + (f2(n-k) - fjtl-k) 
k=0 

The ” a+0 ” and " p " images were scanned in the vertical and 

the horizontal direction and for each scan direction pattern matches 

were sought within a pattern match window of size 50. The locality 

used was 2 and we used the modified algorithm discussed in section 

2.7. The resulting horizontal and vertical repetition spectra are 
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a+3 mask. 

<f> mask. 

FIGURE 3.7 Feature masks. 
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a + g 

FIGURE 3.8 Features for Canvas. 
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FIGURE 3.9 Features for Raffia. 
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FIGURE 3.10 Features for Water. 
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et -H B 

<f> 

FIGURE 3.11 Features for Paper. 
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shown in Figures 3*12 to Figues 3*15 

Figue 3*12 a shows the horizontal repetition spectrum for 

canvas. Figue 3.12 b shows the vertical repetition rate. Figue 3.13 

is for raffia. Figue 3.14 shows the spectra for water ripples and 

Figue 3.15 shows the spectra for paper. The spectrum clearly 

indicates repetition in the canvas teztue. The water teztue shows 

repetition in the vertical direction. The spectra for raffia do show 

peaks in both the directions, bnt the peaks are not as strong as 

those shown by canvas since the teztue is not as strongly 

repetitions as canvas. The paper teztue does not show any 

significant peaks at all. 

Thns. we have been able to ezract the period along the z and the 

y directions of periodic teztues and this can prove to be a useful 

front end for a teztue segmentation scheme. 
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(a) Horizontal spectrum. 

FIGURE 3.12 Repetition spectra for Canvas 
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FIGURE 3. 13 Repetition spectra for raffia 



(a) Horizontal spectrum. 

(b) Vertical spectrum. 

FIGURE 3. 14 Repetition spectra for water. 
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FIGURE 3.15 Repetition spectra for paper 



CHAPTER 4. 

APPLICATIONS ID SPEECH. 

1.1. 

This chapter presents the results of applying our algorithm to 

speech signals. As discussed in chapter 1. voiced speech waveforms 

are PFP. Unlike the texture signals of chapter 3. speech signals have 

a lot of activity within one period. Ve need features which will 

throw away a lot signal information within a period and this feature 

extraction is discussed in section 4.2. Section 4.2 also introduces 

the concept of order filtering which is central to the feature 

extraction process pursued here. Section 4.2 contains the result of 

applying our algorithm to a segment of voiced speech. Section 4.3 

introduces an algorithm developed by Bnric [Id] which is very similar 

to ours, but much faster. Section 4.4 contains the result of applying 

our features with Burie's algorithm to voiced and unvoiced speech. 

1.1. EsfliM&a jLifii loi xÀAsù sxixMiXsm» 

Figure 4.1 shows 256 samples of digitized speech. The pitch as 

visually measured from the figure is 92 samples. The waveform has 

been sampled at 10 KHz and quantized to 8 bits. Note that within one 

pitch period there is a lot of pseudo-periodic activity. If we were 

to follow our derivative approach for feature extraction on this 

waveform we would need a large set of derivatives as features. The 

figure also shows the envelope of this segment of voiced speech. Note 

62 
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that the envelope is much smoother than the speech waveform and its 

average value and derivatives seem like suitable candidates for 

features. Ve extract the envelope via the following series of steps. 

The signal is first full wave rectified. Figure 4.2 shows the 

result of full-wave rectifying the speech signal of figure 4.1. The 

envelope is much better defined here and this is the waveform that we 

will use as an input to the envelope estimator. Note that the 

rectified waveform of figure 4.2 can modeled approximately as the 

envelope to which unidirectional impulsive noise has been added. Ve 

would like to operate on it in such a way that the impulsive noise 

gets filtered out without filtering the leading and trailing edges of 

the envelope. Median filters and rank filters have been used in 

extracting envelopes of signals corrupted by additive impulsive noise 

[17]. The output of these filters is step like and does not provide 

enough feature points within a period for the algorithm to converge. 

Ve have defined a new class of filters called order filters which are 

a generalization of median and rank filters. Order filters and their 

design is discussed in the Appendix. However, for the sake of 

continuity, we reproduce sane relevant definitions. 

Definition: Given variables w(l).w(2).....w(n) an order stack 

w of these is 
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W 
nj 

where* w^ £ w2 ^ •••• 1 % 8nd the sets { wi»w2'*•• »wn J *n<1 I 

w(l),w(2)*..•,w(n) } contain the same elements. Ve will denote this 

ordering operation as 

’w(l)' 
w(2) 

Ur(n)J 

Based on the above* we introduce the following definition for 

the order filtering operation. 

Definition: An order filter is a filter which maps every inpnt 

sequence x(i) i= ...,-2,-1,0,1,2,... into an output sequence y(j) 

j*..**"2i"l*0*l|2***. defined by 

y(j) - tT(j) 0 

where* 

x(j-N> I 
x( j-N+1) 

x(j) - OS x( j) 

x(j+N-1) 
x( j+N) J 
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h 
>2 

P - (4.2) 

-P2N+1- 

and» here» Pisa weighing vector which we call the "characteristic 

weighing function" (CVF). This order filter has a length of 2N+1. 

It is possible to use an order filter for envelope estimation 

and this is discussed in the appendix. This problem of finding the 

best CffF for envelope estimation can be posed and solved very simply. 

Ve present two solutions in the appendix. Ve use a 25 point long 

order filter and the design method 1 of the appendix. The normalized 

waveform ( see appendix ) is taken as a sinusoid with additive 

uniform white noise. The SNR is assumed to be 20 db as in the design 

example 2 of the appendix. The CWF shown in Table 4.1. This order 

filter is used for envelope estimation in subsequent simulations. 

Figure 4.2 shows the ouput of this filter along with the 

rectified speech signal which is used as the input to the filter. The 

estimate of the envelope is quite accurate. An eight point moving 

average of this estimate is used as a feature for our algorithm. This 

feature is also shown in figure 4.2. Figure 4.3 shows the net feature 

extraction process. 

Figure 4.4 depicts the repetition spectrum for this feature 

using a locality of 2. The peak at x » 92 indicates the pitch of 



CHARACTERISTIC WEIGHING FUNCTION. 

*1 -0.250760 3l4 0.030299 

32 -0.210265 3 
IS 0.043752 

33 -0.179771 3l6 0.056667 

34 -0.154016 3l7 0.069317 

3s -0.130879 3IS 0.081988 

36 -0.109310 6„ 
0.094948 

37 -0.088793 32 0 0.108444 

3s -0.069123 3 21 
0.122719 

39 -0.050263 3 
7 7 

0.138056 

3io -0.032254 3 
23 

0.154890 

3n -0.015166 3 
9U. 

0.174067 

3l2 0.000948 3 
25 0.198425 

3l3 
0.016080 

TABLE4.1. Characteristic Weighing Function 
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the speech signal. 

£.1. Baric*a algorithm. 

Baric [16] has developed an algorithm that has an obvions 

interpretation in the framework of the terminology developed in 

chapter 2. He nses two local features. the vaine of the signal s(k) 

and the sign of the derivative at k i.e. sign ( s(k) - s(k-l) ). 

Thus, 

vm « [ tKKi [sign(s(k)-s(k-l>) 

A pattern match of f(k) with f(k+r) occurs when f(k) Œ f(k+r). 

This is shown in figure 4.5. Only equality of the feature is searched 

for. and this makes the algorithm very fast since no distance 

computation is required. For speech signals sampled at 10 KHz not 

mazy feature equalities can he found and Buric recomends sampling at 

a higher rate. At a high enough rate succesive values of s(k) will 

differ at most by a quantization level. At this sampling rate the 

algorithm then has a regular structure and can be implemented on 

VLSI. 

The hardware architecture is shown in figure 4.6. There are two 

input registers. NOV and BEFORE. Each computational cycle starts with 

a transfer from the NOV to the BEFORE register. The new value of the 

input is stored in the NOV register. 

If there are n quantization levels of the input then there are n 

possible values for the signal to take. The processing is done using 
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FIGURE 4.6 Hardware Architecture for Buric's algorithm. 
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two n/2 identical processing elements. Half of these process positive 

transitions, and the other half, negative transitions. 

The NOV register is compared to the BEFORE register. Depending 

on whether NOV is greater than or less than BEFORE, the corresponding 

bank of processing registers is triggered. Each processing element 

consists of a binary counter and a shared triggered logic. All 

processing elements are incremented by one. every clock cycle. If a 

positive transition takes place in the input registers, the 

corresponding element ( addressed by the NOV value ) broadcasts its 

value to the memory accumulator array. After broadcasting its 

counter is reset to zero. The particular accumulator which has the 

same address as the broadcast value is incremented by one. In the 

end. the accumulator array contains the repetition spectrum. 

Buric used this algorithm on the original signal itself. Ve 

expect this algorithm to give a pitch estimate if used with our 

envelope feature. 

The feature waveform of figure 4.2 was linearly interpolated to 

simulate a sampling rate of 100 KHz and the result was fed into the 

above algorithm. Figure 4.7 shows the repetition spectrum of the 

feature of figure 4.2. The peak is located at x * 92 which 

corresponds to the pitch. 

£.1. AflplAÆAtlfl» .MAMAJM» 

Ve will further illustrate the usefulness of this algorithm by 

applying it to the voiced segment shown in figure 4.8. The pitch in 
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this segment is high, being about 57 samples. The result of envelope 

estimation and application of the above alogrithm is shown in figure 

4.9. The repetition spectrum shown in this figure shows the presence 

of the pitch at around samples. 

In contrast# figure 4.10 shows a segment of unvoiced speech. The 

repetition spectrum for this case is shown in figure 4.11. Note that 

the there is no single distinct peak as such, and the strength of the 

various peaks in the spectra is low. The algorithm, can, hence be 

used for voiced/ unvoiced decision making as well as for pitch 

extraction. 

Ve believe that we have demonstrated the feasibility of the 

algorithm in analyzing speech data. Further work needs to be done on 

the performance of the algorithm on pitch tracking and its ability to 

differentiate between voiced and unvoiced speech. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The use of local signal features in estimating the repetition 

rate has been quite prevalent in signal and image processing. A 

general theoretical framework for such methods is desirable and this 

thesis takes a step in that direction. 

We have defined various terms that are used in the context of 

local feature extraction and present an algorithm for extracting the 

repetition rate using these features. We have also indicated that 

local features can be obtained from the derivatives of the signal. We 

have further shown that the algorithm does converge asymptotically to 

the unbiased estimate in the case of WFC signals. However, further 

work needs to be done on the convergence property of this algorithm. 

It is possible to modify the definition of distance in the feature 

plane to process signals that have different degrees of noxt- 

stationarity. The choice of the locality of the distance measure 

provides a way of tuning the algorithm to this nonrstationarity. 

Locality is also the conceptual bridge between signal processing 

methods (which usually make some assumption about stationarity) and 

pattern recognition methods used for repetition rate estimation. 

We have succesfully applied these methods to textured images and 

speech. The quadratic feature masks and order filters are techniques 

developed to extract local features. The results of applying our 

technique to both classes of signals are indicative of the usefulness 

of the method. Further work needs to be done on the application of 

81 
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this technique to speech processing* especially its performance in 

pitch tracking. 

Finally* we would like to point out that if one expects a rapid 

convergence of the algorithm for an input class* then the algorithm 

can he made extremely fast by looking for equality of signal features 

rather than their closeness* since this reduces the distance 

computation involved. 



APPENDIX* 

ORDER FILTERS* 

£•!• JiafisiLiaa* 

Ve begin with the following definitions. 

Definition: Given variables w(l),w(2),...,w(n) an order stack 

A 

w of these is 

A 

w 

nj 

where, w. ^ w. £ .1 w and the sets { } and { 
x L n x z n 

w(l),w(2)....,w(n) } contain the same elements* Ve will denote this 

ordering operation as 

’w(l)' 
w(2) 

A • 

w » OS 
% 

w(n). 

Based on the above, we introduce the following definition for 

the order filtering operation. 

Definition: An order filter is a filter which maps every input 

sequence x(i) i=* ...,-2,-1,0,1,2,... into an output sequence y(j) 

83 



j5*• • • $“2p“*110 # 1 §2 § • • • defined. by 

y(j) » xTCj) p 

«here. 

x(j-N) * 
x( j-N+1) 

x(j) - OS x(j) 

x(j+N-1) 
x(j+N) J 

h 
*2 

P - 

-P2N+1- 

and, here, p is a weighing vector which we call the "characteristic 

weighing fonction" ((IF). This order filter has a length of 2N+1. 

Given a filter length 2N+1, the design of an order filter 

involves a proper choice of the (IF. Since order filters are 

nonlinear, it is not possible to simply characterize them by a 

transfer function. We need to specify the input~output signals with 

which we characterize the order filter. Given the input signals, we 

can pose the problem of finding a CWF so that the actual outputs of 

the order filter approximate the specified outputs in some sense. 
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There are various ways in which the input-output pairs may be 

specified, depending on the signal class we expect them to belong. 

For this purpose, we propose two alternate models : 

(1) Deterministic Signals: In this model we assume the input-output 

signals to be deterministic. Ve further assume that we know the 

analytic form of the input signals except for values of some 

parameters. The output signals are fully specified. 

(2) Noisv Signals: This is the same as above except that the input 

signals are assumed to contain additive noise. 

Finally, we would like to point out that median filters and rank 

filters are special cases of order filters where all CWF entries 

except one are zeroes. 

Ve proceed to briefly review some pertinent results from order 

statistics. For details the reader is refered to David [18]. 

Let X be a random variable with a probability distribution 

function (pdf) p(x) and a cumulative distribution function (cdf) 

P(x). Let x^,X2*..*,xn be n independent realizations of the random 

variable X. If x^,X2»,*«,xn are ordered i.e. x^ ^ x^ ,£••«.£ x^ then 

any statistic of x^ is called an order statistic. Let Ff() 

(r=l,2,...,n) denote the cdf and f () denote the pdf of x • Then, we r r 

have [18] 

F (x) ”= Pr(at least r of x. are less than or equal x) r i 



5 c? pi(x) [l - PU)]®-1 

i=r 
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(6.1) 

Vx) - B('",'^:;ï) pr_1<i) t1 - «*>]" »<*> «•» 
where B is the incomplete beta function. 

Given any two orders r and s * l^r^sj^n, 

Fr.<I'y) - ^ Jr iKj-imn-jM P‘(l) [P<p) ‘ p<l)]J'* [l - PW]°'J 

(6.3) 

fr.(x-y> ■ wiTirfe;;'): pI~1(,) p(i) [p<y) - p(i)]‘"r"1 »<y) t1 - p(y,3"'’ 

(6.4) 

Ve also have, 

00 

u » E[x ] » f x f (x) dx r r v r •*« 

“ n J x Pr_1(x) [l - P(x)]n_I p(x) dx (6.5) 

COV (xt,xg) rs 

(x-u )(y-u ) f (x,y) dx dy 
r 3 r s 

(6.6) 
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In particular, for the unform distribution p(x) on 0 £ x £ 1 

(6.7) 

» r ^ s. (6.8) 
rs (n+2) 

Ordering essentially partitions the range of x into n+1 equal 

segments. 

The covariance of two order statistics will be used quite often 

in the design of order filters. We will have to evaluate it for any 

arbitrary P(x). This is obviously very involved and might not be 

analytically possible for all P(x). It is, however, possible to 

approximate the covariance very easily [18] and this approximation is 

discussed below. 

Since P(x) is a cdf it is a non decreasing function of x and it 

is possible to find a function Q(v) which is its inverse i.e. 

if 

v ■ P(x). 

Note that Q is monotonically increasing. Furthermore, if we let 

v be a uniformly distributed random variable in the range [0,1], then 

the transformation x = Q(v) will give us a random variable x with 

the cdf equal to P(x). Also, since Q is monotonically increasing, if 

x^ is the i**1 order of x then x^ » Q(v^). For large n, we would 

x ® Q(v) 0 i v i 1 
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expect E[x ] ■ u ~ Q(u ), where, p is given by (6.7). Expanding r r vr vt 

Q(v) in a Taylor series abont py we have 
r 

xt » Q(py ) + (Tr - p ) Q*(py ) + J (v
r " 'v >2 > +  

r r r r r 

Then, 

E[x ] Z Q(p„ )+J E[v - u ]2 Q*'(pw ) r y x r y v r r r 

i*,*1 - i*t> 
- «<% > * "2U 4 2) ' «"<% >• “•» 
r r 

Similarly, 

vJ1 - P. > 

cov(xr,x#) Z *n + 2j Q'(pv ) Q'(py ) » r i* (6.10) 
I s 

£•!• Ensralaaa aa.tinn.Uan» 

Ve now show how an optimal order filter and its associated 

characteristic weighing fonction 0 can be fonnd. Consider the 

problem of estimating the envelope of a periodic waveform. Let x(n) 

be the samples of a uniformly sampled periodic waveform x(t). Let the 

amplitude of x(t) be one. i.e. m*z x(t) ” 1. Furthermore, let the 

observed data be of the form: 

y(n) « A(n) x(n) (6.11) 
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Then, A(n) is called the envelope of x(n). 

Consider the case in which A(n) is a slowly varying function of 

n. If we have P samples of y(n), then 

y(n) Z A x(n) n = k,k+l,...,k*P-l 

It is obvious that if we order y(n) then the value of the 

highest order data will be A. 

Order filtering is, hence, a meaningful operation for estimating 

the envelope of a signal. Ve now define and solve the problem of 

finding the best Cl F for envelope estimation for the three models 

proposed in section 2. 

Deterministic signals : Let x(t) be an analog waveform which is 

periodic with a period T. x(n) are uniformly spaced samples of x(t). 

Let there be 2Mfl samples in one period. Assume that x(t) is even 

within a period, i.e. 

x(t) - x(T-t) 0 £ ti T/2 

Further, assume that x(t) is monotonically increasing in a half 

period. A sampled full wave rectified sine wave is one possible 

candidate for x(n) and is shown in Figure 6.1. Let the observed 

waveform be 

y(n) - A(n) x(n) 

Here, the specified input is of the form y(n) » A(n)x(n) where 

the waveshape of x(n) is known. Ve have specified the deterministic 
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input signal except for A(n) and the period of x(t)* The desired 

output is A(n). 

91 

Ve move a 2N+1 point window across y(n) and at each point* order 

the data in the window* Vithin a window* we assume that A is 

constant* Note that since we are not interested in the time sequence 

characteristics of the samples* the y(n) in the window can be thought 

of as being obtained only from a half period of the waveform as shown 

in Figure 6*2* Note that* for large N* the samples tend to be 

uniformly distributed in the half-period range* 

Let x “ f(v) 0 ^ i ^ 1 , 0 i v i 1 be the normalized waveshape 

of a half period of x(t)* In the case of a sinusoid* 

Since f(v) is assumed to be monotonically increasing* it has an 

inverse function. Let g() be the inverse function* Consider w “ f(v) 

0 i w i 1 * Oi vi 1. If we let v be a uniformly distributed random 

variable in the range [0*1]* then 

** g(w) 
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In the case of a sinusoid, 

px(w) - ^ sin *(w) 

Nov, if the inpnt to the order filter is x(n), ve can model the 

ordering of x in the filter at any position as being the ordering of 

2N+1 independent samples of the random variable w. If y(n) is the 

inpnt, the ordering of y can be modeled as being the ordering of 2N+1 

independent samples of a random variable z, snch that 

»zU) ■ Vi* 
where, A is the envelope of the signal in the window. 

Thus, given p^(w) ( which is the same as g(w), the inverse 

waveshape of x ) and the observed 2N+1 samples of y ( assumed to have 

come from the density Pg(z) ) v« want the best estimate of A ( the 

scale change parameter ) in terms of a linear combination of the 

ordering of y. This is called the "equivalent probabilistic problem" 

(EPP). 

The problem of estimating a scale change is a well known problem 

in order statistics [18] and it has a linear solution. The best 

linear estimator can be derived by applying the Gauss-Markov least 

squares theorem as demonstrated by David [18]. Let X be the order 

vector of the normalized data ( assumed to be coming form the density 

Pw() ). 
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X1 
x2 

X « 

X2N+1. 

Let* 

a - E[X] 

’ °1 ' 
a2 

,a2N+l. 

Also let* 

B ■ cov[X] 

Then* according to David [18], given the ordered data vector X ( 

as some d to be coming the density p^O ), the best estimate A of A is 

T —1 
that A which minimizes (X - a A) © (X - a A), where © ** B . This 

has a solution 

A - (oT© o)_1 aT© X. 

It thus follows that the optimal CNF for an order filter is given by 

P » (o'*© a) * © a . 

2 T —1 
The variance of this estimate is A (a © a) • 

(6.12) 
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From (6*5) we have 

We know that P^tx) ia monotonie and haa the inverse function 

f(). Changing the domain of the above integral from x to P^(x) we get 

i.e. dj can be calculated by projecting f(u), the waveshape function. 

The covariance of X is difficult to obtain in closed form and we 

choose instead to use approximations. There are two commonly used 

approximations [18] which lead to the following two different methods 

of obtaining the CVF, 

Method ^ : Here we set B « I leading to a very simple solution 

for the CWF 

(6.13) 

r~1/. .n-r on u (1 - u) 

where. 
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Method Z : We use the approximation discussed in section 3, i.e. 

cov (V‘.> = ‘‘".'if’ *'«•» >«•<%> * s • 

This gives* 

B 
°r(1 " °s) 

- "(2NV3)" f,(S> *<*• (6.14) 
r s 

and then the CWF ft is obtained by equation (6.3). 

De sign Agflimifi 1 : 

An order filter was designed for a rectified sine nave using 

f(u) * sin(Ç u). The coefficients for a 13 order filter obtained by 

both the methods are shown in the first two columns of Table 6.1. 

Note that the filter designed by method 2 is very close to being a 

rank filter* where the output is chosen to be the highest value in 

the window. A sampled sine wave with a period of 10 samples was 

generated, full-wave rectified and used as an input to this filter. 

Figure 6.3 shows the input signal. The figure also shows outputs from 

both the filters. Note that both the outputs are biased. Also note 

that the output of the filter designed by method lis quite good 

considering the approximation involved. 

One measure of the amount of ripple at the output of the filter 

is the output standard deviation ( rms deviation )• For the filter 

designed above* this is plotted against the frequency of the input 

sinusoid ( before rectification ) in Figure 6.4. Note that method 2 

performs significantly better than method 1 over the frequency range 
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CWF Deterministic Case Noisy Case 

Method 1 Method 2 Method 1 Method 2 

Bi -0.505384 . 0.000033 -0.458780 -0.042463 

B2 -0.400675 -0.000067 -0.341775 0.007207 

33 -0.299210 -0.000049 -0.250600 0.005573 

84 -0.202010 -0.000240 -0.170706 -0.006911 

Bs -0.110056 -0.000239 -0.097975 -0.018032 

Be -0.024276 ^0.000488 -0.031525 -0.039083 

37 0.054458 -0.000563 0.028889 -0.209090 

Be 0.125339 -0.001496 0.084104 0.495835 

Be 0.187632 -0.002657 0.135968 -0.291310 

Bio 0.240679 -0.007334 0.187148 -0.033572 

3n 0.283904 -0.021471 0.240742 0.041965 

Bl2 0.316809 -0.131361 0.300476 0.074542 

Bl 3 0.332790 •.1.178962 0.374034 0.570125 

TABLE 6.1 Characteristic weighing functions 
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displayed» the rms deviation being less than 5% at all times. 

The ontpnt ripple occurs because» at all positions of the 

window» the samples cannot be modeled exactly as being uniformly 

distributed along the ▼ axis as we assumed. This is especially true 

at very high and low frequencies. This figure thus constitutes a 

graphical representation of the correctness of our assumptions. Note 

that the model best fits the data when the input period is a multiple 

or a submultiple of the filter length e.g. a period of 6.5,13»26 

samples. The error at these periods is very close to zero. 

Noisv signals : Consider the case of estimating the envelope of 

a signal to which noise has been added. We assume a fixed SNR and 

knowledge about the waveshape. The specified output is» of course» 

the envelope. The observation equation for y(n) in the window is 

y(n) • A }x(n) + q| 

■ A x1(n) 

where» q is a sampled zero mean white noise process with variance 

o^ “ A^ E 10 where E is the energy in one period of x(t). 

Since we have modeled x(n) as samples coming from a distribution 

Pjp(w)» if we assume w and q to be statistically independent we can 

model 

x., (n) as samples coming from a distribution with cdf P (w, ), where 
X W* 1 
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PW, ('l> - S PW(,1 - m> »,<•> ■*“ 

where» p (u) is the pdf of the additive noise* 

If fjO is the inverse function of p^ (w^), then the optimal CHF 

can be obtained by using equation ($.12) with approximations 

containing f^() instead of f(). 

J&Ligfi 1' 

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 6*1 show the Of F for the sine wave with 

additive uniform noise with SNR ■ 20 db. Column 3 contains the CWF 

computed by method 1 and column 4 has the OIF by method 2* Note that 

method 2 now places much less importance on the highest rank value. 

The output is» essentially» a linear combination of ranks 13,9,8 and 

7. Figure 6.5 shows f^O that was obtained by the above procedure of 

convolution and inversion. Ve also show a half-sinusoid along with it 

for the purpose of comparison. Note that the most significant effect 

of noise is on the extremes of the waveshape. Figure 6.6 shows the 

input and outputs for this SNR. Note that the envelope of the signal 

is not as well defined visually as was in figure 6.3. Again, method 1 

performs worse than method 2; the output of method 2 being quite 

good. 

Figure 6.7 shows the rms deviation for the noisy case as a 

function of the unrectified input period. Note that the deviation is 

more even than in figure 6.4, the model in this case being closer to 

reality, 
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FIGURE 6.5. Waveshape function with and without noise. 
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